
Directions from Cleveland:
 PAY ATTENTION TO YOUR MILEAGE METER and note these Distances AND Landmarks! ,  FROM CLEVELAND

Take 480 East to 422 East (towards warren)  ,  once you cross over the Ladue Reservoir (The big Lake)  it is 6.7 miles further down 422
until you get to your First Turn , off 422 is PARKMAN / NELSON  Rd. (NOTE -THERE IS A STOPLIGHT AT THIS INTERSECTION AND A BP STATION!) 

 (NOTE )- You turn RIGHT -SOUTH- On PARKMAN / NELSON  Rd,  
 (NOTE HERE) As soon as you make this turn GO STRAIGHT DOWN THE HILL - (DON'T MAKE A FAST RIGHT ON 88 !)  

 Stay on Parkman / Nelson rd for a TOTAL DISTANCE OF  6.9 miles until you get to Silica Sand Rd and then TURN LEFT! You can only turn left unto silica sand rd!  -   Stay on Parkman / Nelson rd for a TOTAL DISTANCE OF  6.9 miles until you get to Silica Sand Rd and then TURN LEFT! You can only turn left unto silica sand rd!  -  
 

  (NOTES AND LANDMARKS For going down Nelson / Parkman rd. )   , 
As you are going down Nelson / Parkman rd you will get to a traffic circle that is 4.2 miles down Nelson / Parkman Rd,  --Go STRAIGHT THREW this traffic circle! --DON'T turn left or Right   

GO STRAIGHT THREW THE CIRCLE !  then it is 2 miles to your next landmark the LOG CABIN HOUSE on the left. 
 A half mile further you cross over a small bridge    - SLOW DOWN  -  or you will blow past Silica Sand Rd , Make a left turn on to Silica Sand Rd.  

 
 It is 1.7 miles down Silica Sand Rd. , There is a small brick wall with the address number on it  10321 !  It is 1.7 miles down Silica Sand Rd. , There is a small brick wall with the address number on it  10321 ! 

There is no main sign saying it is a range! Just a gate and the brick wall with the address on it. How-ever there may be a small temporary sign saying this is Range?


